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Abstract: Web-based product configurators are enablers of the concept of mass 
customization, as they allow customers to transform their perceptions regarding a desired 
product into a precise product specification. The customer chooses option values within set 
limits that best match his configuration goal. In this paper we present an approach to extend 
the traditional product configuration process with a consultation interface which offers option 
values on request. We describe both required architecture and process flow.



1. Methodology 

Starting from the necessity to offer additional customer support in the product configuration, 
we depict the environment and functionality of product configurators in the electronic 
business-to-consumer commerce (cf. chapter 2). Besides several approaches to support the 
customer in the specification phase, we present the idea to generate recommendations for a 
customer decision (cf. chapter 3 and 4). Furthermore we discuss and evaluate different 
techniques to realize our idea in a deductive way of presentation (cf. chapter 5). As a result, 
we acquire an extended product configuration concept (cf. chapter 6) for customer 
recommendations including an extended configurator architecture (cf. chapter 7) and a 
process description (cf. chapter 8). 

2. Product configurators in Electronic Commerce 

In buy side markets, sellers integrate customers using the potentials of Electronic Commerce 
into their value chains. Customers become “prosumers” who are able to determine attributes 
of the desired product themselves within predefined limits. 

The possibility of personalization can be realized within the seller’s process using the 
concept of Mass Customization. Mass Customization, an oxymoron consisting of Mass 
Production and Customization, joins these two concepts in order to create products that offer 
“enough variety and customization“ so that „nearly everyone finds exactly what they want“ 
(Pine, 1993). Thereby basic product models1 are created which can be modified regarding 
predefined attributes (or options) within predefined attribute values (or option values).2 The 
configuration of an individual product is then realized by the customer in a special phase of 
customization. An additional degree of personalization can be achieved by offering user 
individual services, a unique product image, a variety of delivery options or even individually 
developed and produced product components. (Piller, 1998; Pine, 1998; Piller, 2001) 

Within the customer’s process, the buyer can choose from a range of offered options and 
option values. By combining desired options considering a defined product structure, the 
customer can construct an individual product. The interface between customer process and 
seller process includes all interactions between the two actors and can be supported using 
information and communication technology. 

The early phase of product specification is of special importance regarding this interface, as 
it has direct influence on the succeeding phases in customer’s process. The specification 
phase in the field of Mass Customization is supported by the use of product configurators. 
They allow the customer to transform customer’s perceptions into a precise product 
specification using selection and assessment of offered options and option values within a 
predefined product model. 

Symptomatically it can be said that the customer has the possibility to configure a huge 
number of products from a seller’s view. In many cases though the customer aborts the 
configuration process by himself. There are several reasons stated in literature for why the 
customer behaves this way (Boston Consulting Group, 2000; Gesellschaft für 
Konsumforschung, 2001). Major problem areas include the lack of a customer desired option 
value regarding a specific attribute within the system as well as the inability of the customer 
to create definite preferences between certain option values. As a result, the user aborts the 

                                                 

1 Will be explained in more detail in chapter 3 and 7. 
2 Basically, product configurators offer the functionality to combine product components and to determine product 

attributes both within predefined limits. In the following we describe both possibilities: the specification of 
options and option values. 



configuration process and does not come up to the sales phase. At this point, the 
conceptional extension of the product configuration concept with a consultation interface 
would be useful. Doing so, the customer would be able to receive a recommendation “at the 
push of a button” on what option value to select.  

3. Process and functionality of common product configurators 

The basic functionality of a product configurator consists of gathering the requirements and 
specifications from the customer and of generating a product specification based on 
knowledge about the product configuration process.  

The configuration process can be divided into three sub-processes (Maher, 1990; Brown, 
1998): 

1. Statement of construction: Gathering of user’s requirements regarding the desired 
product as well as the transformation into goals and initial terms concerning the 
configuration parameters. 

2. Synthesis of construction: Iterative and stepwise specification of the configuration 
parameters regarding parameter attributes. 

3. Evaluation of construction: Comparison of the selection decisions with the imposed 
requirements and goals. The sub-processes two and three run within a closed loop. 

The result of the configuration process is a product description which specifies the product 
from customer’s perspective and displays customer’s perception. The construction synthesis 
is based in detail on a product model, which describes all options, option values, the 
structure of the options regarding the product to be constructed as well as sell side 
constraints3. The customer-specific product description (so called customer-specific product 
model) can be considered as an instance of the general product model. (Peltonen et al., 
1994; Hedin et al., 1998; Tiihonen et al., 1998) 
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Figure I: Basic functionality of product configurators 

Figure I illustrates the functionality of a configurator and displays the process of product  
configuration. The configurator offers options and option values of the general product 
model, requests value selections and stores them in customer-specific product model. 

                                                 

3 Besides sell-side constraints, customer’s perceptions can also be formulated using contraints. E.g. maximal 
amount of money to spent. 



4. Functional extension of the configurator concept towards a consultation 
interface 

Based on the problem of user’s abortions within the configuration process (cf. chapter 2), it is 
necessary to extend the configurator concept with a consultation interface. This interface can 
be compared ideally to the consultation service in a traditional market, in which a human 
sales person is able to lead the configuration process based on his knowledge of the product 
model and customer’s requirements. The sales person is able to suggest option values to the 
customer which go along with customer’s configuration goals and the previous specifications. 

This starting point is already considered in literature where different consultation approaches 
are described. They can be classified as follows: 

• Recommendation of product specifications based on user’s preferences: A 
complete product configuration is suggested based on collected data about the customer 
using a variety of inference techniques. (for example: Fridgen et al., 2000; Cunningham 
et al., 2001; Inakoshi et al., 2001) 

• Ranking according product properties: Starting from different products which could be 
suitable to support customer’s perceptions, product specifications are ranked according 
to customer selected properties. So called computer-assisted self-exlication (CASE). (for 
example: Popp, 1997) 

• User adaptive configuration process: Several levels of detail regarding product 
configuration, user and dialogue interface are implemented in real time based on 
collected data about the customer or the customer’s profile. (for example: Ardissono et 
al., 2001)  

• 3D product configuration: It is also possible to support a configuration interface in 3D 
where the customer can visually configure his product. (for example: Miller/Müller, 2000; 
Detken/Fikouras, 2003) 

• Integration of a human consultant: Some approaches - mainly based in the field of 
financial electronical services - favour the interconnection of a human consultant with the 
support functionality of a configurator. (for example: Buhl et al., 1999; Aberg/Shahmehri, 
2001) 

• Integration of an artificial consultant: An artificial consultant (e. g. an avatar) offers 
additional support regarding navigation and desired information. (for example: Attardi et 
al., 1998; Wiegran/Koth, 2000). Also software agents are used to realize an consultant 
which searches for suitable products and negotiates with the seller side. (for example: 
João/Ramos, 2000) 

These mechanisms are helpful to support the customer in the complete configuration 
process. Especially the recommendation and ranking of product specification can be 
regarded as an important way to support the customer in the specification phase. 
Nevertheless existing approaches focus on the complete product specification. They are not 
suitable to assist the customer in the specification of single options where the customer 
requires help concerning the choice between several option values. From our point of view, 
this imposes an additional possibility to support the customer in the configuration process or 
the specification phase. 

The basic model of a product configurator therefore needs to be extended with a consultation 
interface which offers advice at the click of a button regarding a specific option (cf. figure II). 
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Figure II: The extended configuration process 

This functional extension has far-reaching effects on the concept of configurators. Basically, 
the concept needs to be extended with some kind of representation of the customer within 
the system (a so called customer model), in order to be able to generate customer specific 
proposals. Depending on the used technique for consultation, it could be further necessary to 
use a representation of experience knowledge (a so called experience model) to generate 
predictions at all. (Scheer et al., 2003) 

The highest impact on the extension of the configuration concept can be assigned to the 
techniques used for the generation of recommendations. Therefore it would be helpful to 
discuss possible techniques for the implementation of the consultation interface. 

5. Techniques to realize the consultation interface in the configuration process 

In the following we describe possible techniques to realize the consultation interface and 
evaluate them according to the special context of product configuration and specification. 

To increase the transparency of the configuration process and to reduce the amount of 
process abortions initiated by the customer, there is a need to realize customer-individual 
support. This support is geared towards specific configuration situations, in which the 
customer requires help towards certain option values. In order for any mechanism to create a 
precise prediction, there is the need to learn about the preferences of the customer first. 
(Rosewitz/Timm, 1996; Terveen/Hill, 2001; Rashid et al., 2002) Therefore, two ways of 
information retrieval need to be distinguished initially (Lalmas, 1995; Rieger et al., 2000):  

• Customer active (qualitative) data collection  

• Customer passive (quantative) data collection 

Customer active data collection: A registration process is used to query the customer 
about his preferences and goals so that the collected information can afterwards be used as 
basis for individual support. The provided information is explicitly issued from the customer, 
assumed to be correct, and therefore does not require any steps of reasoning. Drawbacks 
include the necessity of the customer to successfully complete the registration process in 
order to be able to begin with the option selection. Furthermore, the required information 
needs to be detailed, if customer help is supposed to assist regarding every option. These 
factors may lead to an abortion of the registration process and therefore of the configuration 
process as such. Exclusive use of active data collection in complex configuration situations is 



therefore not an appropriate way of learning about user’s preferences due to a lack of detail 
causing a rather low quality prediction.  

Customer passive data collection: The configuration goals of the user are assessed based 
on his behavior until he or she requests additional help. The behavior of the customer is 
assessed and his previous option value choices are used to describe his configuration goal. 
Passive data collection strategies include the use of cookies and clickstream analysis in the 
case of internet technology. By analyzing the customer’s behavior, the uncertainty about the 
correctness of the provided information is avoided, additionally the user can start configuring 
right away. Problems occur, if the customer asks for support at the very beginning of the 
configuration process, since few information about his or her configuration goals are 
available. (Schafer et al., 1999; Rashid et al., 2002) In the following, we focus on customer 
passive data collection. 

Once information is retrieved, the recommendation mechanism needs a strategy on how to 
transform customer information into precise option value recommendations. Generally, 
three common approaches4 from the area of data mining can be depicted:   

• Content-based filtering 

• Rule-based filtering 

• Collaborative filtering 

Content-based filtering describes similarities between the data of an object and the 
corresponding user or customer profile (Basu et al., 1998; Meteren/Someren, 2000; Bridge, 
2001). It can be used for website-recommendations or activities in which the main attributes 
of the object to be suggested consist of data. In the case of product configurators, a product 
consists of physical components instead of fully-indexable data, so that content-based 
filtering does not impose an adequate approach to use in a consultation interface. 
Furthermore problems occur with bugs in product description, for example with synonyms 
and homonyms. This is likely to take place in the specification of products by customers and 
sellers. Therefore content-based filtering seems to be not suitable for the consultation 
interface.  

Rule-based filtering uses rules to describe coherences between a situation and a 
conclusion in this situation. It requires a large set of rules in order to make suitable 
statements about specific option values (Hayes-Roth, 1985). The construction of a rulebook 
creates the problem of having to manually derive several correct rules for every option value 
without creating contradictions. Furthermore new coherences have to be added manually or 
with the use of a separate data mining process. In most cases regarding the data overload, 
this is not a reasonable approach for the recommendation of products nowadays. 

Collaborative filtering considers similarities not between objects themselves rather than 
between customers, who have used the system previously (Breese et al., 1998; Good et al., 
1999; Sarwar et al., 2001). The similarity can be based on demographic customer data as 
well as the sequence of configuration and the chosen option values. Because of the implicit 
used experience knowledge of customers, collaborative filtering seems to be suitable in this 
product configuration context. Within collaborative filtering, two approaches can be sub-
divided: 

• Memory-based filtering: The comparison is done with the single profile in the 
database that matches the current customer best. The option value that the “nearest 

                                                 

4 There are more approaches discussed in literature. For example, see the articles of Terveen and Hill or Burke 
(Terveen/Hill, 2001; Burke, 2002). 



neighbor” has chosen for a specific option is applied to the current configuration run 
as an option value proposal. In large databases, the response times of the system will 
not be adequate, as every single past configuration run needs to be analyzed in 
search for the nearest neighbor. (Sarwar et al., 2000; Karypis, 2001; Sarwar et al., 
2001) 

• Model-based filtering: This approach abstracts the existing object preferences of the 
customer from the database and creates a model, which displays the relations 
between the object values based on customer’s selection preferences (Ungar/Foster, 
1998; Lin et al., 2001). Model-based filtering allows for faster responses in 
configuration situations. Predictions are not made by searching the entire database 
time-consumingly for similarities, but by analyzing the model which is highly 
abstracted and therefore of much smaller size, thus reducing search time. Model-
based collaborative filtering can be realized using a variety of techniques, including 
association rule generation, bayesian networks or clustering techniques (Sarwar et 
al., 2001). Despite the problem that new models have to be generated at regular 
intervals to depict new or changed customer’s preferences, the model-based filtering 
seems to be best suited as technique for the implementation of the consultation 
interface. 

Furthermore it is possible that the generation of recommendations produces results which 
are unsatisfying in specific cases. Therefore a validation of the generated predictions can be 
added. By using methods which are based on active data collection, such as clustering 
techniques, a final comparison can be done in order to reconcile the model-based prediction 
with explicitly stated top-level configuration goals of the customer. (Scheer et al., 2003) 

We conclude that the concept of collaborative filtering seems to be most promising to realize 
a consultation interface for product configuration given a certain minimal size of the database 
consisting of past configuration runs. Furthermore we prefer the model-based approach 
because of its better performance regarding configuration situations and databases. In order 
to determine which technique is applicable to realize this model-based collaborative 
approach, the usage site needs to be further analyzed and requirements need to be defined 
first. Finally a validation will be realized using clustering techniques. 

The next chapters therefore deal with a conceptional extension of the traditional configurator 
concept and the related design decisions in order to present an architecture for a 
configurator with enhanced user support. 

6. Extending the traditional configurator architecture with a consultation interface 

The consultation interface is an extension of the traditional configurator architecture. This 
traditional architecture shown in figure III includes a description of the product structure and 
options (so called taxonomy) and configuration constraints in the general product model, the 
configuration functionality in the configurator as well as the active customer in his 
configuration process. The result of the configuration process is a customer-specific product 
model which describes the product specification in the view of the customer and can be 
regarded as an instance of the general product model. 
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Figure III: Basic architecture of the traditional product configurator 

The additional consultation interface shall enable the customer to request a recommendation 
for a single option at the push of a button that goes along with customer’s configuration 
goals. This extension is aimed at keeping the customer within the configuration process by 
offering a recommendation in every configuration step if desired. At this point, a 
recommender system can be used. It creates based on all possible option values exactly one 
option value or a weighted list of option values which matches user’s current configuration 
best. The traditional architecture of configurators therefore needs to be extended with a 
model consisting of customer’s data and representing customer’s situation. Furthermore 
coherences between customer’s models and an “ideal” customer-specific product model 
have to be depicted in the so called experience model. As a result, the recommendation is 
done by assigning and propagating coherences of the experience model to a customer’s 
model by the consultation interface. 

This results in the following design decisions:  

• Customer related data regarding user’s demographics, preferences and requirements are 
stored in a customer model (Kobsa et al., 2001). 

• Based on the presented approaches to realize a recommender system in chapter 5, we 
prefer the usage of a model-based collaborative approach as consultation interface. 
Content-based filtering is not appropriate for the presented situation as there is no data 
stored within the product model that would match customer’s requirements syntactically. 
Traditional rule-based filtering causes problems with the amount of rules to be manually 
defined; additionally the rule set needs to be consistent. The basic approach of rule 
checking though is evaluated again in the context of artificial intelligence and automatic 
rule generation in chapter 7. Memory based filtering without usage of a model will not 
satisfy the needs of the system regarding the response time and overall system 
performance when used with large amounts of data.  

• An experience model is used for representation of the concept of collaborative filtering. 
It depicts coherences between customer’s models and the product model. 

• A control system serves as the mediator between all components related to the 
generation of recommendations. 

• As mentioned before we prefer the validation of generated recommendations in order to 
be able to eliminate improper recommendations in certain cases. We therefore require a 



clustering engine which classifies all users into predefined categories and helps to 
search for wrong coherences. These categories are stored within a user class model. 

The content of all models is stored within XML-structures. We use the SOX-extension for 
XML for the representation of object-oriented product models. The planned prototypical 
implementation is based on a Java-Servlet solution (in detail using the struts framework) 
which uses a XML-parser to realize both configurator as well as consultation interface in 
addition to processing XML-files. 

7. Extended architecture and consultation process in detail 

In the following, the design decisions as outlined in chapter 6 are presented in detail; figure 
IV displays the extension in comparison to the architecture as shown in figure III. 

The product model5 describes the options Op = {op1,op2, ...,opo}, the corresponding option 
values Opw(opi) = {opwi1, opwi2, ..., opwiw} and the structure of options Op(opi) = {op1, op2, ..., 
opo} of the product to be customized. It also features constraints Con = {con1, con2, ...,conc} 
which are a result of technical or logistic requirements on the seller side. The result of the 
configuration process therefore needs to bring forward an instance of the taxonomy 
(Op* = {op1,op2, ...,opa} whereas Op*⊆ Op and Opw*(opi) = {opwi1} are valid while 
Opw*(opi)⊆ Opw(opi)) satisfies the given constraints. This instance is also considered to be 
the customer-specific product model or product model instance although no constraints are 
included. We prefer using an object-oriented product model because of its capabilities 
regarding inheritance and encapsulation (Peltonen et al., 1994; Hedin et al., 1998; Tiihonen 
et al., 1998) which offers advantages in modelling and maintenance of the product 
knowledge. By using constraints, the user is only offered these options which are actually 
available in the current configuration situation. As a result, no corrections of the chosen 
option values need to be manually applied afterwards.  

The customer model stores user data which is necessary for determining the configuration 
goal of the user and creating the user profile. It consists fairly similar to the product model of 
a variety of data fields, selectable data components to be used with the data fields and 
constraints. In addition there are data fields which allow for arbitrary data input. The 
customer-specific customer model or customer model instance is created within a 
registration process prior to the begin of the actual product configuration. It is based on the 
customer model and includes all option values as selected by the user within the registration. 

The clustering engine assigns the customer based on the information in his customer 
model instance to predefined categories which seem to match his configuration goal as 
stated exclusively within the registration best. This classification is later on used for validation 
of recommendations. 

The user class model stores predefined categories along with correlation ratios which 
display the probability of each option value corresponding with the configuration goal of the 
user category. The amount of user categories depends on the desired degree of detail 
(Rijsbergen Van, 1979). Correlation ratios are determined by the frequency with which a 
certain option value was selected prior by users of the same user category. 

The information about past configuration runs is stored as described earlier on within the 
product model entities. These product model entities are stored in the experience model 

                                                 

5 Despite being an essential part of already the traditional architecture, the product model is described in this 
context in order to illustrate necessary coherences of the model to be created further on. 



resembling the concept of model-based collaborative filtering. We impose the following 
requirements towards the capabilities of this model: 

1. The user needs to be able to request a recommendation which matches his configuration 
goal as much as possible, anytime after having completed an initial configuration step.  

2. The user is allowed to make selections in no specific order. It has to be possible, to leave 
out certain options and to return to answering these later on. 

3. User selections within the configuration runs directly need to have an impact on the 
recommendations to avoid creating a static consultation interface which is exclusively 
based on registration data and does not include users choices in the configuration. 

In order to create such an experience model, some kind of technique needs to be applied to 
the database in order to extract information and to store it in the experience model. Several 
approaches can be identified for doing so, all of them can be classified within the field of 
“machine learning” (Sarwar et al., 2001):  

• Bayesian networks 

• Clustering techniques 

• Association-rule-based approaches 

Bayesian networks are used for storing and processing of uncertain knowledge 
(Heckerman/Wellman, 1995; Jensen, 1996). Tree structures are the basis for the model 
creation, as objects are each represented as nodes within the tree. Each node has a table of 
probability attached which can be used to calculate the likelihood of the occurrence of the 
succeeding object. If a succeeding object only depends on one parent, there is a serial 
dependency among those two objects. Otherwise, every involved node needs to be 
considered in calculation. A general problem of bayesian networks in connection with product 
configurators is the lack of flexibility. If the customer is allowed to advance freely in the 
selection process, the tree structure either has to be constructed in a way that every object is 
interconnected, or that the tree generation needs to be done dynamically. In both cases, the 
response times of the system are inadequate for product recommendation. 

Clustering techniques group customers into classes by identifying similarities between the 
demographics of these customers. Several methods can be used to realize this classification 
including the Bayes Classificator or Learning Vector Quantization Nets. (Ungar/Foster, 1998) 
There are two generic problems attached to this approach: There needs to be a huge 
amount of predefined user groups in order to generate precise predictions. This implies that 
there has to be an equally high amount of information gathered in order to classify the 
customer best. This again causes, as previously stated, the necessity of an elaborate 
registration process which needs to be avoided to keep the customer in the process. Also our 
requirement of not having a static consultation interface is violated, as all recommendations 
are set already before the user selection process even begins. 

Association-rule based approaches focus on individual object relations within a database. 
Association rules have the purpose of identifying formerly unknown strong relations between 
objects and to classify these relations according to a set of parameters (Lin et al., 2001). 
Each object relation is characterized by values, which describe how close one object is 
interconnected to a second object. Based on the previous selections of a customer, the 
experience model consisting of strong association rules is queried concerning the 
appearance of any previously selected option value in combination with an option value on 
the other side of the association rule that satisfies the constraints set by the product model 
and can be used for prediction. 



Considering the requirements stated earlier on, association rules seem best suited for the 
purpose of realizing a recommendation interface. In the field of association rules there are 
several approaches on how to differentiate between relevant and less relevant object 
relations. In the following, we will choose the confidence/support framework to measure 
qualitative and quantitative relevance (Agrawal et al., 1993).    
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Figure IV: Extension of the architecture with a consultation interface and clustering engine 



As all objects have relations with each other of some kind, there needs to be a filter which 
separates relevant from irrelevant object relations (Agrawal et al., 1993).  We use the 
confidence/support framework to define requisites towards the object relations. In order to do 
so, we first need to equate traditional transactions as known from the field of shopping 
basket analysis with past product configuration runs. The value of the parameter support 
describes the frequency with which two objects appear together within all past configuration 
runs. The value of the parameter confidence describes the occurrence of configuration runs 
that include option value B among all configuration runs that also feature option value A. If 
both values pass the defined threshold, a strict association rule is created and the rule is 
stored within the experience model.6 

The control system depicts the center of the recommendation process. It issues requests to 
the experience model, based on the customer data as stored in the customer model entities. 
Its queries include information about customer’s configuration goals in order to extract 
knowledge from relevant past configuration runs. The control system also validates the query 
results with information stored in the user class model in order to finally recommend the 
option value, that matches user’s configuration goal best. 

The consultation interface contains all processes which are relevant for the generation of 
recommendations. Specifically, these are the registration process, the classification process, 
the transformation process, the recommendation process and the validation process. 

• The registration process is basic for the validation of recommendations. The customer 
directly submits first-hand but superficial information about his configuration goals. The 
registration process is comparable to the configuration process in which the customer 
also creates his specific instance (product model instance) by selecting options based on 
the generic product model. Customer model entities don’t necessarily have to be similar 
in structure as constraints within the customer model may lead to different outcomes and 
different options to be answered as a result of certain option value choices. The 
advantage of including constraints within the customer model is the possibility to get 
relevant information from the customer while keeping the interview short and down to the 
point. 

• Within the classification process, the clustering engine assigns customer’s profile to a 
certain user category. The clustering engine can work either rule-based or case-based; 
because of the different possible structures of the customer model entities and the 
predefined user categories that are known in advance, we prefer a rule-based approach. 
The clustering engine completes the customer model entities by adding a classification 
parameter to each instance resembling the user category the customer was assigned to. 
Each user category again is defined within the user category model which stores the 
correlation ratios for each category. Correlation ratios are numerical values between 0 
and 1 that were calculated by statistical analysis for past configuration runs of users of 
the same user category (Rosewitz/Timm, 1996). These ratios help avoid unsuitable 
recommendations by comparing the explicitly stated configuration goals that are 
assumed to be correct with the recommendations based on the experience model.  

• The transformation process stores the customer model entities representing past 
configuration runs in the association-rule based experience model. In order to do so, 
common object relations need to be identified in the product model entities. An algorithm 
that can be used for this purpose for example is the Apriori-algorithm (Agrawal/Srikant, 
1994). When the algorithm terminates, all candidates have been identified: All object 
relations that were found, appeared reasonably often together within the total amount of 
past configuration runs. Still it needs to be determined which relations are also to be 

                                                 

6 Strict association rule  in the meaning of a rule with a relevant content. 



considered not only common but also relevant. Therefore, the value of the parameter 
confidence of each relation is compared to the defined threshold. All relations that pass 
are considered strict rules and are stored in the experience model in the form of x=>y.7  

• The recommendation process is initiated by the control system and generates a 
recommendation based on the customer model instance and product model instance of 
the specific user and the experience model. Initially, all (strict) association rules within the 
experience model are analysed. If the partner of a rule contains an option value 
Opw (opi) = {opwi1, opwi2, ...} that is appendant to the option for which the 
recommendation request was issued by the user, the rule is filtered out for further 
examination (trigger => Opw (opi)). In a second step, only these rules are kept, where the 
trigger of a rule is also identical with an option value that the customer has selected so far 
within the current configuration run and that therefore are stored already in the product 
model instance (Opw*(opa) => partner). In order to be a possible candidate for 
recommendation, the partner in the association rule on the one hand needs to be 
associated with the option the recommendation was requested for. Also, the association 
rule needs to have a trigger, which resembles an option value that the customer has 
selected earlier on ((Opw*(opa) => Partner), whereas a specifies the already selected 
option values). Among the group of rules that satisfy these constraints, the partner of the 
rule with the highest value of the parameter confidence would then be chosen for 
recommendation. 

It is possible that the described approach for generation of recommendations produces 
results which are unsatisfying in specific cases, especially when the user starts configuring in 
detail without having selected any more general options. We therefore propose a validation 
process following after the recommendation process in order to double check the results 
using clustering techniques (Ungar/Foster, 1998). It needs to be determined whether the 
generated results match the explicitly stated top level configuration goal as laid out by the 
user in the registration process. For this purpose, the classification of the user into a user 
category is used. Each user category has correlation ratios for every option value assigned 
to them stating the probability of an option value matching the configuration goal. The 
selection of a recommendation value is therefore not only based on the highest confidence 
value but on the product of confidence value and correlation ratio. 

8. The configuration process including the consultation interface as a whole 

The complete configuration process including the consultation interface and clustering 
engine (shown in figure V) covers the following processes8: 

0*. At first, the customer data is collected within a registration process and a classification of 
the customer into predefined user categories takes place. The correlation ratios for option 
values are calculated and stored within the user class model (classification process) and 
the experience model is built based on past product model entities (transformation 
process). 

1. The customer starts out with the configuration. The configurator reads out the product 
model and offers all possible option values for each available option in several 
configuration steps.  

2. The customer can now select an option value, go on to another option, or request a 
recommendation.  

                                                 

7 x is also called the trigger, y the partner. 
8 Processes marked with a star were added in comparison to the traditional configuration process. 



3. All customer option value selections are stored in the product model instance. The 
configurator reads out past selections and offers only these options and corresponding 
option values that satisfy the constraints included in the product model.  

3*. If the customer requests a recommendation for a specific option, the control system 
reads out customer model instance, product model instance and the experience model 
(recommendation process). Strict association rules are filtered out, if past selections 
occur as trigger of the rule and possible option values as the partner of the rule. The 
partner in the relation with the highest value for the parameter confidence is selected for 
recommendation.  

4*. In order to avoid bad recommendations, a user classification based on clustering 
techniques is used in combination with the correlation ratios within the user class model. 
Recommendations are now made by selecting the rule with the highest product of 
confidence value and correlation ratio. If no association rule was filtered out, the 
prediction can still be made exclusively on the basis of the correlation ratios. 

(4) correlation ratios
for option values:

1.0 for #136, 0.2  for #145
(conditioned by customer-
specific customer model)

(3) possible option values inclusive
confidence values:

#136 with 100, #145 with 100
(conditioned by product model and
customer-specifc product model)

(1) former customer
configurations:

#010, #031, #066, #094

(7)  product
recommendation

#136 for  op5

(2) possible option
values for op5:

#130, #136, #145

experience model

association rules support /
confidence

#075 => #203

#136 => #031

#145 => #010

#203 => #075

50/100

50/100

50/100

50/66.6

#031 => #136 50/100

product model customer-specific product model

<productmodel>
<customerid="102">
...
<selection>
  <op1= #010 "coupe"/>
  <op2= #031 "red"/>
  <audio>
     <op3= #066 "radio"/>
     <op4= #094 "2 stereo speakers"/>
  </audio>
  <op5="""/>
  <op6=" "/>
...
</selection>
</productmodel>

<element name = "typ" type = "op1" />
<element name = "color" type = "op2"/>
<element name = "audio" type = "op3"/>
<element name = "engine" type = "op5"/>

<elementtype name = "op5">
  <model>
   <string datatype = "opw5"/>
  </model>
 </elementtype>

<datatype name = "opw5">
  <enumeration datatype = "string">
   <option>#130</option>
   <option>#136</option>
   <option>#145</option>
  </enumeration>
</datatype>

#136

#145

1,00 * 100

0,20 * 100

100,00

20,00

(6) Generation and validation of option values
in the logistics unit

option value correlation ratio *
confidence value result

<customer>
<customerid="102"/>
<demographic>
<name="Bill Smith"/>
...
</demographic>

<selection>
<op1= #001 "organisation"/>
<op3= #006 "production"/>
...
</selection>

<cluster ="#2"/>

</customer>

customer-specifc customer
model

(5) user class:
#2

#1

user class model

ID option values /
correlation ratios

#001 = "1.0"
#002 = "1.0"
#003 = "0.0"
#004 = "0.6"

...
#001 = "0.0"
#002 = "0.3"
#003 = "1.0"
#004 = "1.0"

...
#136 = "1.0"

...
#145 = "0.2"

#1

#2

#010 => #145 50/100

 

Figure V: The consultation interface and clustering engine for product configuration 



The generation and validation of recommendations is visualized in Figure V. Based on 
selections within the current configuration run (1) and all possible option values for this 
specific option (2), one value needs to be preferred. Therefore all matching association rules 
are filtered within the experience model (3). The user class is read out of the customer-
specific customer model (4) and the correlation coefficient of each candidate for 
recommendation is looked up (5). Then the recommendations based on the experience 
model are re-evaluated concerning the suitability for a member of the specific user class (6). 
As a result, one option value is returned as a recommendation (7). In figure V, extracts from 
XML-documents taken from a prototypical implementation are used for representation of the 
various models. 

9. Summary 

In this paper we have shown ways to enhance product configurators with consultation 
functionality. In detail we have presented and evaluated techniques and methods which can 
be used for realization. As a result, we have focussed on approaches within the field of 
collaborative filtering which seems best suited regarding the requirements of a consultation 
interface for product configurators. Based on this work, we then described our approach in 
realizing an efficient consultation interface allowing the user to immediately request support 
at any time in the configuration process and receiving precise recommendations for single 
option values that match users configuration goals. 
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